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Many societies are concerned with what it
means to live in culturally diverse ways.
Where and how can everyone find a home in
today’s world? How does being at home
relate to our inner personal worlds and outer
diversity? Core issues like migration, asylum,
privilege, marginalisation and discrimination
in multi-cultural societies need to be more
clearly understood. How is the planet earth
to be cared for and to be a home for us all?
Worldwork is a new method that combines
innerwork and community building. By
bringing awareness to the many parts and
experiences in any conflict, opportunities
emerge to transform communities locally
and globally. Worldwork focuses on bringing
awareness to all dimensions of our
interactions. Its orientation is at once
personal, political and spiritual.
London has the proud distinction of being
one of the world’s most culturally diverse
cities. It is the ideal venue to explore the
theme of diversity and seeking a home
in the world.

We welcome groups that are diverse
including in terms of nationality, ethnicity,
gender, sexuality, class background, age,
physical ability, spiritual traditions and more.
The seminar is sponsored by the Global
Process Institute and hosted by RSPOPUK
in partnership with CFOR UK, Annwin
Slovakia and Udruga MI Croatia, and will be
led by an international team of worldwork
facilitators including founders Arnold and
Amy Mindell.
Please contact:
worldwork@worldwork.org
Anup Karia:
Stanya Studentova:

+44 (0) 20 85795123
+44 (0) 20 82971053

Scholarships and work study positions
We recognize the unequal distribution of financial
resources in the world and encourage
applications for scholarships or work study
positions where this would enable individuals
to attend.
We are grateful to all who contribute to our
scholarship fund. This helps to make worldwork
more accessible. Please contact us if you wish
to help with this fund.

For more information please visit www.worldwork.org or email worldwork@worldwork.org
If you do not have access to the internet please write to Worldwork UK c/o RSPOPUK, Interchange Studios, 213 Haverstock Hill, London, NW3 4QP, UK
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